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PSA, 30 seconds

UM FOOTBALL COACH, MASCOT HEADLINE AT EVENT

THE COMMUNITY IS INVITED TO A RALLY AT SOUTHGATE MALL FRIDAY EVENING TO HELP BOOST THE GRIZZLIES TO THEIR 15TH CONSECUTIVE WIN OVER THE BOBCATS. GRIZZLY HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JOE GLENN WILL TALK ABOUT HIS TEAM’S SUCCESS AND LOOK AT THE PLAYOFF PICTURE, AS WELL AS PLAY A FEW TUNES ON THE PIANO. GRIZZLY MASCOT MONTE WILL GUEST CONDUCT THE MISSOULA SYMPHONY AND CHORALE IN PERFORMING THE UM FIGHT SONG, ‘UP WITH MONTANA.’ THE EVENT BEGINS AT 6 P.M. AT THE MALL’S JC PENNEY COURT.
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